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Modernizing Your Total Rewards Package: What Are 
You Doing To Remain Competitive?
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o What benefits do today’s job seekers value most and why?

o What should you consider when analyzing employee benefits to help 
attract and retain top talent? What are some new and creative, 
cost-effective benefits?

o What have you done to partner with the HR team and business leaders to 
align your compensation and benefits strategy with business goals?

Modernizing Your Total Rewards Package: What Are 
You Doing To Remain Competitive?
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Meaningful Compensation: The Value Of Gratitude 

& Recognition

Caryn Ciaio
Vice President, Human Resources
CareCentrix

Lisa Martin
Director, Global Compensation
Rockwell Automation

James Llewellyn
Vice President, Global Total Rewards
Masonite International 
Corporation

Ava Dodd
Senior Benefits Manager
CEC Entertainment

MODERATOR:
Eugenia Kaplun
Head of Client Success
Gympass
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o What efforts have you employed to boost gratitude and recognition?

o Can you train peers to create value for each other using these strategies?

o What role can engagement supplant an endless need for new benefits?

Meaningful Compensation: The Value Of Gratitude 

& Recognition
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KnowledgeBridge™: How Can I Rein In My 
Escalating Healthcare Costs?

Healthcare is the second largest people expense after salaries, typically costing a 5,000 employee 
company between $50 & $75 million annually. Despite the inherent risk and financial impact, only 
7% of large self-insured employers have ever brought their healthcare claims data in-house to 
perform error checking and/or data analytics. This is a risky strategy as you are likely on point as the 
fiduciary, and you are entrusting your healthcare checkbook to a third-party administrator (TPA) 
who is generally NOT financially aligned to reduce costs. This session will arm you with facts and 
strategies to make better healthcare decisions to drive “high quality care at a fair price” for your 
company, your employees and their families:

o Do you have a data-driven healthcare benefits strategy?
o Do you verify that you are receiving strong value for your healthcare dollar?
o What’s lurking in your TPA agreement that’s not in the best interest of your company?
o How can you create greater alignment across your payer, your benefits advisor, your 

organization and your employees?
o What best practices are there in the marketplace that may be a strong fit for your company 

and your unique culture?

MODERATOR:
Jim Arnold
Founder and Chief Executive Officer
finHealth



How Can I Rein In My Escalating Healthcare Costs?

March 1, 2020



Agenda

•Who is finHealth?

•Healthcare in The News

• Sample Claims Compared to Key Benchmarks 

•What Provisions Are Lurking in Your TPA Contract?

• Five Contract Negotiation “Asks” For Your Carrier / TPA 

•Demonstration of Healthcare Data Analytics & Error Detection



Who is finHealth?
One Burning Question?

Are your people receiving top 
notch care that is medically 
necessary and cost effective? 

If the answer is not a clear & 
compelling “yes”, finHealth offers 
insights and transparency to your 
healthcare spend to make 
evidence-based  decisions to drive 
your organization towards high 
quality, low cost care! 



Errors



Price Variation



Waste



10 Sample Claims Compared to Key Benchmarks



Excessive Billings Within Your Healthcare Spend
Saint Francis Medical Center – Replacement of Aortic Valve

19

According to the carrier, this 
patient was admitted through the 
emergency room and passed away 
that evening.  Under normal 
circumstances, per Healthcare 
Bluebook, this type of surgery 
would have a fair cost in Peoria, IL 
of $57,407 and include a 5-day 
admission. 

Based specifically on this providers 
CMS ID and the DRG used to code 
the claim (indicating major 
complications), Medicare would 
have reimbursed $79,291.  Saint 
Francis is a 2-star Medicare rated 
hospital receiving 750% of 
Medicare.



Excessive Billings Within Your Healthcare Spend 
Memorial Medical Center – Broken Arm

20

Per Healthcare Bluebook, the fair 
facility cost for Procedure 24579 – 
Upper Arm Fracture Treatment 
(Compound) in Springfield, IL is 
$5,617.  Medicare would have 
reimbursed $9,775 at Memorial for 
this procedure.

For perspective, the doctor was paid 
$1,865 (vs. fair price of $1,923) and 
the anesthesiologist was paid $580 
(vs. a fair price of $651).  

Also, the carrier paid for 25 anchor / 
screws totaling $39,077 when the 
maximum allowable per CMS & the 
AMA is 20.









It’s Your Money Make them treat it like it’s THEIR MONEY…….

Measure 
Performance

Clarify who’s on point for measuring & enforcing PERFORMANCE 
GUARANTEES…….

Know All Fees Go for FULL DISCLOSURE of all fees…….

Protect Yourself
Protect your AUDIT RIGHTS……

You Own The Data
Be clear who is the OWNER of the claims data for YOUR self-funded 
medical plan……

Five Contract Negotiation “Asks” For Your Carrier/TPA
Ensure Your CARRIER is Obligated to You



Demonstration



finHealth Navigator Tour of the App



27

Interrogate your healthcare data at the “speed of thought”, interactively drilling down to whatever 
level of detail is actionable for you and your team.  finHealth Navigator was built from scratch by 
“healthcare outsiders”, using all the latest web resources and incorporating financial and supply chain 
best practices.  User interface is easy-to-use, graphically rich and designed to answer the burning 
question “ Are my people receiving top-notch care that is cost effective and medically necessary?”  



28

“Search” enables you to quickly find whatever 
claim, member, or provider you are seeking 
quickly & intuitively.  Use these filtering 
criteria and/or “Advanced Filters”  to support 
more complex queries across medical 
treatment, disease, health system, 
demographics or geography.  Review at a 
claim header or detail level and quickly export 
out just the results needed.



29

“Summarize” enables you to quickly 
summarize on whatever claim, 
member or provider attribute you 
choose.  The results offer a deep 
profile with all key metrics, and can 
be exported to Excel with a single 
click.  Also deliver cool infographics 
for inclusion in Benefits newsletters 
to employees



30

Our dashboards are 
designed to track your 
key metrics, enable 
benchmarking with 
your peers, and filter 
to just that segment 
of the population you 
wish to understand 
more deeply.



31

Errors happen!  And 
unfortunately, they happen 
frequently in healthcare.  
Medicare estimates the error 
rate at 8.1% of overall spend, 
while medical billing experts 
are finding discrepancies in 
75-80% of the hospital bills 
when auditing back to 
supporting medical records.



32

Critical analytic dimensions 
are available to learn about 
healthcare spending 
patterns by medical 
treatment, disease, health 
system, demographics and 
geography via an intuitive 
hierarchy that is 
configurable to your needs.



33

The key hierarchies can be easily navigated to 
learn more about your healthcare spend than 
ever before possible.  Only by shining a light 
on wasteful spend practices can self-insured 
employers guarantee that their employees 
and their families are receiving “top notch 
care at a fair price”.



34

Take advantage of available benchmarking 
capabilities to compare your performance 
to peers within and outside of your 
industry.  Additionally, tap into our 
continually expanding knowledge base of 
articles across best practice areas such as 
“Accountable Care”, “Cost”, 
“Consumerism”, “Fraud, Waste & Abuse”, 
“Wellness”, and “Healthy Outcomes”.
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KnowledgeBridge™: How Can Organizations Better 
Support Emotional & Mental Health?

The mental health of employees is a stated priority for many employers. Yet, meeting the very personal and 
dynamic mental health needs of employees is challenging. Compounding the problem is the estimate that 70% of 
those with mental health challenges will never seek help. And the 30% who do seek help, are seeking it late when 
they are already in crisis or dealing with an adverse situation. How do we create a mental health solution that not 
only reaches individuals looking for solutions but also attracts and serves the unseen and unmet needs of the 
70%? There are emerging technologies which may hold the key to solving this issue. This interactive discussion 
will explore:

o What are the technologies/trends that allow an employer to reach 100% of its employee population’s 
mental health needs?

o How do we solve for engagement?
o Can it be simple?
o Digital mental health treatment can help but how do we harness its broad access? And with the rise of
o Artificial Intelligence (AI), how human-like does it need to be?

MODERATOR:
Patrick Burke
Head of Healthcare
Happify Health
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Communication Is Key To The Employee During The 
Talent Lifecycle

Eva Anaya 

Vice President, Human Resources 

ASNY 

Kate Talty
Head of Total Rewards & Human 
Resources Analytics
LIXIL

Sharon Danhart
Performance & Total Rewards Lead 
for Accenture in North America
Accenture

MODERATOR:
Heather Bowers
Director of Training & Curriculum 
Development
Milestone Retirement 
Communities
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Digging Into The Data: Identifying The Latest 
Analytics Trends

Coleman Lauterbach
Vice President, Human Resources
HMSHost Corporation

Sarah McMartney
Director, Compensation
Atrium Health

MODERATOR:
Alice Boutwell
Senior Vice President, Human 
Resources
Realty ONE Group
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o What analytics support your compensation and benefits strategy?

o To what extent are you measuring wage gaps in pursuit of an equal playing 
field?

o What new data do you hope to capture and assess in the near future?

Digging Into The Data: Identifying The Latest 
Analytics Trends
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KnowledgeBridge™: Navigating PBM Market 
Dynamics In 2020 & Beyond

Pharmacy benefits are one of the most important benefits available to your employees. 
This rapidly evolving space continues to increase in complexity making it more and more 
difficult to effectively manage. It is essential to understand the cost drivers, market 
dynamics, specialty drug landscape and more to maximize employee satisfaction while 
controlling costs. In this session we will explore…

o Influential market dynamics and key drivers

o Where should you focus your attention (discounts, rates, terms, etc)?

o How to balance financial opportunity with employee disruption?

Michael Sebright
Senior Director of Business 
Development
CoreTrust

Scott Miller
Vice President
CoreTrust

MODERATORS:
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KnowledgeBridge™: Transforming Your Sales 
Organization Through Sales Performance 
Management

With an ever-evolving landscape of solutions to help automate and drive sales 
productivity, it can be challenging to know where to allocate resources to drive 
improvement. Join us as we unlock what companies with effective Sales Performance 
Management (SPM) programs are doing differently from the rest and how it has led them 
to have the high-performing sales organizations that we all want. We’ll share the SPM 
best practices that help make them successful and how you can apply those same best 
practices to drive results and transform your own sales organization. 

o Who should manage sales compensation programs? 
o How are SPM best practices being defined? 
o What solutions/platforms support client’s SPM needs? 

MODERATOR:
Robert Blohm
Senior Vice President
OpenSymmetry
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Can One Size Fit All?: Customizing Your Benefits To 
Suit Different Constituents

Tonie Lyubelsky
Senior Director, Total Rewards
Elkay Manufacturing

Amy Cohen
Director of Total Rewards
Noodles & Company

MODERATOR:
Melissa Frieswick
Chief Revenue Officer
Maven

Chrissy Morss
Director, Compensation, Benefits 
& HRIS
Clif Bar & Company

Robyn Jordan
Managing Director, Employee 
Experience
DriveTime
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o How does interest in benefits vary from one generation to another?

o What role does diversity play in determining the benefits you offer?

o How should benefits change to serve the interests of an increasingly virtual 
workforce?

Can One Size Fit All?: Customizing Your Benefits To 
Suit Different Constituents
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o Is interest in health and wellness programs increasing or decreasing?

o What health and wellness benefits are most of interest to your team?

o What new benefits in these areas are gaining traction at your company?

Health, Financial & Mental Wellness In 2020: 
Ensuring Employees Bring Their Best Selves To Work

Juli Insinger

Co-Founder and Vice President of 
Business Development

Carrot Fertility

Brittany Caulfield

Vice President of Sales

Carrot Fertility

MODERATORS:
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KnowledgeBridge™: How Do You Get 500% More 
Employee Engagement? Deliver Love

Employee engagement is a key driver to benefits success. If your employees aren’t 
engaged, they won’t use the valuable benefits you’ve worked hard to implement.

By attending this session, you will learn:
o The recipe for high employee engagement

o Our secret sauce for positive engagement results

o The value of an engagement program targeted to individual personas

MODERATOR:
Patrick Spain
Co-Founder, Board Chairman, and Chief Executive Officer
First Stop Health
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KnowledgeBridge™: Addressing Chronic Conditions 
Through Digital Health Programs

Tom Brown
Director of Total Rewards
Hormel Foods Corporation
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Don’t Overdo It: Determining The Optimal Level Of 
Benefits Without Breaking The Bank

Jennifer Warren
Head of Compensation & Benefits
CAVA

Mike Galat
Vice President, Human Resources
Big Y Foods

MODERATOR:
Rekha Daniel
Division Director, Total Rewards, 
Compensation & Benefits
BAYADA Home Health Care

Ashley Manton
Head of Benefits
Skanska
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o How can you attract and retain employees without going overboard?

o How much of a benefits package is too much?

o What prior offerings at your company are too costly to justify?

o How can you train your team to avoid the hidden risks of 
overcompensation?

Don’t Overdo It: Determining The Optimal Level Of 
Benefits Without Breaking The Bank
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Too Many Employers & Too Few Employees: 
Managing Through A Tight Labor Market

Nara Sousa
Head of Compensation, Benefits, 
Mobility, HRIS & Payroll
Vale

MODERATOR:
Shari Conaway
Senior Director, Total Rewards & 
Compliance
Southwest Airlines

Casey Lund
Director, Human Capital & Total 
Rewards
Vivint Solar
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o What creative compensation plans have you engineered to attract and 
retain employees?

o How can you support recruiting with limited resources to enhance the 
candidates’ total rewards package?

o What signals are you seeing about the trajectory of the current labor 
market?

Too Many Employers & Too Few Employees: 
Managing Through A Tight Labor Market
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KnowledgeBridge™: Employee Experience Is Not 
Just HR’s Priority: How To Build A Holistic 
Employee Experience

Experts and analysts agree that organizations that strategically invest in employee experience (EX) outperform 
their peer set on almost every metric—and that EX includes how your employees feel about work even outside of 
their traditional working hours and the four walls of your office. Creating an engaging and successful EX plan 
enables employees to form stronger bonds with their teams and workplaces, which increases performance, effort, 
and intent to stay. How can your business establish a plan to partner different teams across the company—from 
HR, to IT, to Real Estate, and beyond—and use their expertise to create a holistic employee experience that makes 
top talent want to come to work and perform their best?

In this interactive session, we’ll investigate and walk through:
o Why is a successful employee experience more than just HR’s priority?

o What can you do to build a holistic EX design to improve attraction, retention, and engagement of top 
talent?

o How can you implement a four-step plan to create an impactful holistic employee experience that 
encompasses how employees feel about work outside of the office?

MODERATOR:
Charlie Knuth
Head of Market Research
Scoop Technologies
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Reading The Tea Leaves: Knowing When Your 
Compensation Structures Are Outdated

Sara Rader
Senior Director, Total Rewards & 
Human Resources Operations
U.S. Cellular

Buyong Lee
Head of Total Rewards
Shutterfly, Inc.

MODERATOR:
Adam Bisch
Director, Incentive Compensation 
Strategy & Operations
U.S. Cellular

Andrea Lessard
Head of Compensation & Benefits
Red Bull
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o How do you determine whether your executive compensation programs 
are out of sync with the market?

o What are the signals that your sales compensation structure needs an 
overhaul?

o How can you determine when to rework compensation without jumping 
the gun or waiting until it is too late?

Reading The Tea Leaves: Knowing When Your 
Compensation Structures Are Outdated
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Thank You Consero Attendees!

Upcoming HR Events:

CHRO Executive Roundtable
July 23, 2020 | New York, NY

Talent Acquisition & Management Forum
May 3–5, 2020 | Dallas, TX

CHRO Forum
October 18–20, 2020 | Phoenix, AZ




